Grand marquis wiper control module
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a second life. My wipers stopped last week and the next day they started working okay and
today they don't work on slow or intermitt and only work on high speed and the washer wiper
doesn;t work. Yeah dont worry with the battery ground thats not the issue here. Its could be the
motor but sounds like the switch would be more likely in this case. Tracy answered 7 years ago.
Listen to kbro - that multifunction switch messes up frequently. Especially since the wipers
don't usually get used for months at a time and the switch is at the very end of a lever that does
get used all the time. There would be more failures than only the wipers if it were a ground
concern. John answered 7 years ago. Sorry Guys so far you are all wrong. I have the same issue
and changed out the Multifuction Switch and every thing you all said. That is the only thing that
I have not looked into. The Windshield wiper motor receive power from the following.
Multifunction switch 2. Lighting control Module 3. The following components are integrated into
the wiper motor. Wiper motor module. I am still looking into this so please contact me if you
would like me to fax what I have on this it is about 17 page's all about Diagnosis and Testing
Wipers and Washers System. I would post it but have never uploaded to this site before. Please
e-mail me if you need this paper work. This is for all grand marquis and covers Crown Vic and
Marauder. So I will get back to you on this. Hope I can help someone. The motor does not
receive power from the LCM. At this time the LCM supplies 12 volts on circuit GY , which
powers the low beams of the headlamps. This feature is not available with the police package.
The LCM does not effect the operation of the motor or switch it just receives a signal as
previously stated. And I am not trying to tell you anything,and there is no one fix all. I am stating
that the post above is a problem that is very close the same that I have. And yes you are correct
about what you stated as to LCM is word for word for the Safety Feature is what you are stating
which i agree. And yes you are most correct that feature is not available with the police
package. Look I am trying to help not get into a who knows what issue. I try not to just put parts
into it until it works but in this case the most obvious cause looked to be the same thing you
said the Multifunction Switch,I tried that first then started looking to this site to see if anyone
had the same issue. Let me tell you what I did 1st and maybe we can work to solve this for the
better good and that everyone with lighting-wiper issues might get the help they need without
spending money for part's we all know cost to much, I will do some pinpoint test on the the
wiper motor seeing we have all those integrated components in the motor, And by the way my
wiper switch is in the off mode and my wipers are working in delay mode,what I ment stating as
we had the same type of issue was that we both had it happen the same way,the issue was there
one day and came back,neverless the wipers are the issue and I will keep checking until I find it.
Sorry if you think I was out of line but in my experience nothing get ruled out until the issue is
solved. Tracy; I do not feel kbro is is stupid I honestly think the opposite because he came right
out word for word the action that was most obvious and seems to have his facts. Look I might
have stated that comment different might I thought you were going to be offended. So I will take
your comment. So let it go from here it is not productive I all ready posted what I wanted to say
to kbro and it seems he has the stones to say whats on his mind. Sometimes the obvious does

not apply. Fist of all I have not seen the guy repost so maybe he took it in to the dealer or the
obvious worked in his case he changed out his multifunction switch. In my case it is not the
corrective answer. But tell you what just to let other know what the issue is I will get back to this
page just so others might look at whatever other issues are out there. I will state it again sorry if
you felt offended in some of my wording. I meet not to be a know it all. Its all good no hard
feelings. Except to judge roy. Get so tired of all his answers saying clean the battery ground for
any given issue. Oh you have a vibration? Better clean the battery ground that will take care of
it! Thanks Kbro,all good on this side. Sounds like the motor was at fault. I have put lots of wiper
motors on along with switches. In his case if the motor clicks that means its getting power and
ground. Sounds like he got a bad motor. That's what I was talking about when they integrated
into the wiper motor. I was thinking that a short inside the motor might cause an issue,Also I
forgot to tell that my light went on while set in auto mood and when this started I was able to
shut them off with the switch. I have half the job done just need to take the 3 bolts out to the
wiper motor. This guy said he replaced his motor but after the fire. I have not figured out why
the lights came on yet but I do think it could be related to that temp signal. We will see soon.
Thanks I will get back to you when I install new motor,It take me some time I get a lot of pain
when bending into an engine due to past problem,but thanks it gives me a better feeling some
thinks it might be the same. I recommend using a product called "rain-x" is very effective and
makes it so you don't even need any wipers I kid you not Judge I still don't like you or your
answers you are a obnoxious person. If you have something good to ad that's fine just don't
address me in any of your answers. I'm over you and all your non sense. How long can you
expect to survive disrespecting the judge? Who did i attack? So yeah you have multiple
accounts to boost your score. Gurus was also on your case about the ridiculous private
message you sent me. Ive neved cussed you out. Go else where and leave me alone i have
asked you enough. Ive never have disliked anyone ive never met before but you took the cake
on that. I still have the message you sent me if you want me to post it again? I didn't attack
anyone. I simply gave correct information to someone who said I was wrong. But I guess that
considered attacking people now. If I'm attacking people what would you call that message?
Like I said just leave me alone I am sick of you. Just continue to let him be a loser. The integrity,
honesty and helpfulness you and a few others demonstrate on this forum far outweigh anything
this pathetic "Battery Changer " has to offer. Well said Tracy. He just gets on my last nerve
sometimes. I just need to learn to ignore it. John has discovered the 'delete' feature I'm just
getting started on CarGurus and you cheat. They don't live in the real world. When tracy gives
an answer its an intelligent one. He's a guru on crown vics and similar body styles for sure.
While others are telling people that ford diesels have timing chains And thats just one example
of many. As for my avatar get over it. I'm a motor with a large super charger and my battery to
chassis ground are clean and tight i can assure you. My windshield wiper motor may not work
but no worries i have rain x on my side im good to go. Disclaimer: rain x is awesome i use it.
Bur its not a fix for a inop. Safety feature on your vehicle. Mine would only work on high W8RJL
answered 6 years ago. Hey guys, I have a Grand Marquis that the wipers will not turn off. The off
position is a little faster than the slowest intermittent position. I need some schematics so I can
troubleshoot. The switch speed and push for fluid I assume is what you are calling the
multifunction switch feels good but that does not mean much. Any suggestions. Thanks, Ron.
Rick answered 6 years ago. I was hearing clicking and the wipers were twitching for a while
before they stopped. I've changed the switch, the module, and the motor and they still won't
work I dont hear any clicks nothing? Before when wipers wouldnt come on i would play with
switch to make wipers come on but now nothing? It froze at a quarter up the windshield. I
wiggled it thinking it might take of but nothing. Thanks Peeton. Pyrate answered 5 years ago.
Similar same wiper problem on my elderly mother's Grand Marquis. GimpyNinja answered 5
years ago. My 97 Mercury Grand Marquis the windshield wipers are stuck in the up position and
I didn't see the answer for this question here so please if you guys know the answer let me
know what you. If any one here has this answer please email me spingle41mg gmail. DewMan24
answered 5 years ago. I have a Mercury Marauder and the wipers started acting funny a few
months ago. Sometimes they would work but wouldn't turn off other times they would turn on
by themselves and near the end of the problem time with them they just wouldn't work if the car
was running for a few minutes. At it happens a few weeks after the wipers started acting up the
lights started up. They would turn on and off on their own and the only thing I could do was to
turn them on all the time. I took the car in for the 14N01 recall and had the LCM replaced. Now
not only are the lights working but also my wipers are just fine too. Not saying this will cure all
ills but it did fix mine. Kevin answered 4 years ago. How do I fix this I have a grand marquise my
wipers work on high and turn signals don't work on the dash or in the back?? Harold answered
4 years ago. Front wipers work on high speed only. Washer worked fine. The fix: Replaced the

Multi Function Switch. Works great now. Romanov answered 3 years ago. Got you beat my not
only turns on by itself or the fluid flows over the roof on its own but will do it with the car in the
off position as well, have to disconnect the battery when not driving Replaced the switch, and
now the knob doesn't work at all and the wipers are on full time. My mechanic repairs cop cars,
found my issue listed above is when leaves block the drainage port around the wiper motor and
the water shorts out the system. Replaced the motor and cleaned out the drain all is fine now.
Said it was a design flaw and it happens all the time. My left turn signal is fast and my wipers
don't work Harold answered 3 years ago. Our Buick did exactly the same, had to take it in to the
buick place and they changed the control in the steering colume. GuruY9G33 answered 3 years
ago. Could it be a fuse??? Problem is water getting into pulse board and damaging circuit
board. GuruKZ answered about a year ago. I suggest we all contact Ford an tell them to take the
Grand Marquis and put it where the sun dont shine. Someone needs to start a petition against
Ford for this issue. This is a safety issue , so this should be classified as a recall. After a 2 inch
snowfall, we atarted the car and tried the wipers but they did not work. Upon inspection, the
base end od the nlade where it comes from the firewall had 2 inches of ice. After we clea
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Catalog: B. Filter your results by entering your Year, Make, Model to ensure you find the parts
that fit your vehicle. Your windshield wiper pulse board receives signals from the wiper switch
to control the speed of your windshield wipers. The wiper pulse board controls all the functions
of your wipers, including turning them on and off and controlling intermittent speeds. If your
wipers won't turn on or off or operate erratically, your wiper pulse board may be to blame. A
clear sign your wiper pulse board may not be working is the wiper motor not working, but you
can hear it receiving signal. This may be caused by the wiper pulse board sending power to the
wiper motor, but not sending intermittent or duration information. If you need a wiper pulse
board module, wiper motor, or just a new set of windshield wipers, visit O'Reilly Auto Parts for
your complete repair. Skip to content. Filter By. Connector Gender Female 7 Female, Male 1.
Number Of Terminals 12 1 3 1 5 4 6 1 9 1. Terminal Gender Female, Male 1 Male 7. Car Select A
Vehicle. Search With Vehicle. Show More Show Less. Compare Compare. Car Check Vehicle Fit.
Load More. The windshield wiper module, or governor, controls the wiper motor operation. The
module receives input from the wiper switch, and in some cases from various sensors as well. It
is responsible for determining wiper speed and parking. Step 1: Locate the wiper control
module. Generally, the wiper control module is located under the dash, but it can be found in
other places as well. If you have a hard time locating the module, consult the factory repair
manual for the location. Step 2: Disconnect the negative battery cable. Disconnect the negative
battery cable using a wrench or ratchet and socket of the appropriate size. Then set the cable
aside. Step 3: Access the control module. Remove whatever portion of the dashboard is
necessary to access the control module. Generally, parts of the dash will be held in place using
both screws and retaining clips. Remove the screws using a Phillips head screwdriver and then
pull the dash panel out by hand to release the retaining clips. Step 4: Disconnect the wiper
module electrical connector. Disconnect the wiper module electrical connector by pushing
down on the tab and sliding it off. Step 5: Remove the control module mounting fasteners.
Remove the control module retaining fasteners using the appropriate size Phillips head
screwdriver or a ratchet and socket as needed. Step 8: Install the control module mounting
fasteners. Install the control module retaining fasteners and tighten them down using the

appropriate size Phillips head screwdriver or a ratchet and socket as needed. Step 9: Connect
the electrical connector. Reconnect the wiper module electrical connector. Step Reinstall the
dash panel. Reinstall whatever portion of the dash was removed to access the control module.
Reinstall the screws using a Phillips head screwdriver and then push the dash panel in by hand
to secure the retaining clips. Step Reconnect the negative battery cable. Reconnect the negative
battery cable using a wrench or ratchet and socket of the appropriate size. The most popular
service booked by readers of this article is Windshield Wiper Module Replacement. Our certified
mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Windshield Wiper Module Replacement Cost. Service Location. Step 6: Remove the module.
Remove the control module from the vehicle. Step 7: Mount the control module. Mount the new
control module in the vehicle. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for
informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service
for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles.
Windshield Laws in Wyoming by Valerie Johnston. Recent Windshield Wiper Module
Replacement reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Gregory 31 years of experience.
Request Gregory. Second appointment, great service from Greg. Gregory was awesome!
Friendly and repaired my car super fast! Nathan 17 years of experience. Request Nathan.
Michael 16 years of experience. Request Michael. Awesome job and respectful!! Quentin 22
years of experience. Request Quentin. He knew his Ford Crown Victoria stuff Need Help With
Your Car? Related articles. The wiper blades wipe the windshield but they leave streaks. The
outside of the windshield is clean but the Read more. Use glass cleaner on the inside and
outside of your windshield for better visibility. However, traffic laws include considerably more
than just what you do while you are Because bugs and bird droppings do The best time to fill
your washer fluid is on a regular basis, perhaps once every oil change or service. You should
also inspect it when you check your tire pressure or when you stop to fill up. Generally, a How
do I adjust the courtesy wipe? The courtesy wipe feature can help keep your windshield clean
after using the windshield washers. A few seconds after the washers and wipers have stopped
operating, the courtesy wipe will make the wipers wipe one last time, to wipe away Browse other
content. Schedule your Windshield Wiper Module Replacement today! Windshield Wiper Module
Replacement Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. Most of us associate mechanical units like the
windshield wiper blades , arm , and motor as being the most important elements for keeping the
windshield clean. However, a tiny device known as the windshield wiper module is the real hero
that really allows all of these individual components to work effectively. Just like any other
mechanical component, it is susceptible to wear and tear and can break from time to time. When
you activate your windshield wipers, electricity is sent to the wiper motor, which in turn
activates the linkage, and then operates the wiper arm to move the wiper blades across the
windshield. The entire system is controlled by a windshield wiper module. Some mechanics
refer to the wiper module as the wiper governor module. It is located underneath the dashboard,
above the brake and accelerator pedal, and is responsible for the complete operation of the
windshield wiper system. The windshield wiper module is pretty well protected from the outside
elements; however, it is an electronic component and is subject to failure over time. There are a
few warning signs that will signal that you may have a bad or failing wiper module. Listed below
are some of the symptoms that you should consider. The wiper module's primary job is to send
a signal to the wiper motor which powers the wiper blades. Before it can control the speed or
duration of the wiper blades, it must first tell the motor to turn them on or signal them to shut
off. There are several specific problems that might cause the wiper blades to not activate,
including the switch itself , the motor, the linkage , or the wiper arms. The wiper module also
sends a signal from the switch on your signal arm or steering wheel to the motor to move the
blades. There are several settings on the switch ranging from speed to interval time. If you
choose a setting on the wiper switch but that setting is not activated or displayed on the wiper
blades themselves, this might indicate that the module is experiencing trouble relaying the
message to the wiper motor. If you notice that your blades are moving faster or slower than they
should, it could also indicate a problem with the module exists. In either case, a professional
mechanic will be needed to correctly diagnose and replace the wiper module is needed. The
most common sign that a problem exists with the wiper module is when you activate the switch
but don't see the wiper blades moving. You'll be able to hear an electric signal coming from
under your dashboard which is the wiper motor, but the wiper blades are not moving as they are
directed. This is typically caused by an internal circuit inside the wiper module that sends a
power signal to the wiper motor, but not a duration indicator. In this situation, you'll have to
contact a local ASE certified mechanic to replace the module as this issue can't be repaired.

The windshield wipers are a not a convenience; they are needed for safe operation of any
vehicle. If you notice any of the above warning signs or symptoms of a bad or failing windshield
wiper module , contact a local mechanic that can visit you at home or your office and properly
inspect your vehicle. As we indicated above, many of these warning signs may be caused by
mechanical components other than the module, so make sure an expert helps you determine
exactly what is wrong before buying any parts or making any repairs. The most popular service
booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Body Electrical and Lighting Inspection. Our
certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes,
scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our
certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car
repair. Service Location. Wiper blades won't turn on or off The wiper module's primary job is to
send a signal to the wiper motor which powers the wiper blades. Wiper blades operate
erratically The wiper module also sends a signal from the switch on your signal arm or steering
wheel to the motor to move the blades. Windshield wiper motor doesn't move but you hear it
working The most common sign that a problem exists with the wiper module is when you
activate the switch but don't see the wiper blades moving. Home Articles. The statements
expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified.
Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic
Auto Repair. Related Articles. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Andrew 23 years of
experience. Request Andrew. Marco 29 years of experience. Request Marco. Great experience!
Marco showed up right on time and was very polite and pleasant. He got right to work and
assessed my problem quickly and made recommendations for repair which I was able to take
care of myself later. Very good experience and would definitely use Marco again! Matthew 33
years of experience. Request Matthew. Arrived on time, very professional and knowledgeable especially about my old car. Michael 22 years of experience. Request Michael. Michael went
above and beyond to get me in after an address change derailed our original appointment. He
also braved the elements in the dark to get a proper diagnoses. I am very happy with his honest,
friendly approach. I will request him whenever booking an appointment! Need Help With Your
Car? Related articles. The The role of cl
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eaning your windshield falls on your windshield washer and wiper system. When your
windshield is dirty, you spray windshield washer fluid onto the glass and turn on the wipers to
clear the dirty fluid from your Read more. Lift your wiper blades when it snows and clean the
blades to increase the lifespan of your wiper blades. If windshield wipers aren't working, replace
them immediately. Related questions How do you check the condition of the wiper blades?
Checking their condition is very important. Wipers don't turn off on Volvo Hello. This is a
problem with the wiper module. The module fails internally and causes the wipers to continue to
stay on. I always check for power at the module first to see if it is getting the on signal Rear
wiper arm The rear wiper arm is part of the collar that you are referring to. The arm and collar
are made and molded together. Once you remove the retainer nut you can use a small puller to
grab the arm and Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

